How Do I Become an Engineer?

Step 1: Find out more about...

Step 2: Build a team and ask a teacher of your school if he can help you!

Step 3: What are you waiting for?

Step 4: As a team of prospective engineers, it is good to have supporters!

Step 5: Let’s go to the Season...

Everything built must consist of LEGO components
Programmable block - EV3, NXT, NXT
Number of sensors is not limited
The following sensors are allowed: touch, color or light, rotary and ultrasonic sensors
max. 4 MINDSTORM engines, 1 challenge set and table
Research Project (interview with experts)
Read, know and understand the rules

Registration
www.first-lego-league.org

Registration Fee

FLL Challenge Set

SPONSOR

FLL Coach

Seek for companies and tell them about your project. Make it public (e.g. on Facebook) that you did apply for a scholarship. Link the sponsor in your post and say exactly why you should be supported. Make you sponsors nice offers, such as your T-shirts printed with the companies logo. Do not forget to keep them up to date!

Sponsor

How many you are?

< 3

3 - 10

> 10

NO! YES!

No Coach? SORRY! That’s mandatory!

Is he over

18

YES!

100%

Fun

FLL Tournament

FIRST® LEGO® League is organised by HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e.V.
For further information please go to www.first-lego-league.org
Support us and our projects: www.hands-on-technology.org/en/